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Christmas With Krampus!

All Threshold agents treasure what little time they get away from the job, and Christmas is certainly no ex-
ception. Something seems to have gone wrong though. First the strange scraping at the door, and now the 
boisterous sounds of the children dancing about the tree have turned to screams of terror! All the good gear 
is locked up elsewhere - have to make do with what’s at hand....

Requirements: This scenario may be played between December 5th, when Krampus makes his 
first appearance, and January 1st, when you’re probably sick of Christmas and don’t want to think 
about it any longer!

Lurkers: One Krampus (download this profile - and Children - from the Strange Aeons website)

Set Up: The Threshold player may use any one model from their list, including Special Agents, 
equipped with only its basic weapons (ie. those included with its profile).

The Threshold player places a Christmas tree at the centre of the table. Three Unopened Gifts are 
then placed within 4” of the tree (but never closer than 2” from another gift), and three Children 
(controlled by Threshold) are placed within 2” of the tree, but never in base-to-base with a Gift 
or another Child. The Threshold player then chooses a short edge and places their model 5” in.  
Finally, Krampus is placed anywhere on the board at least 12” from any child.

Special Rules: Your Threshold agent is home for the holidays, and a bit ill-prepared to take on 
Krampus! Perhaps those holiday goodies around the house might be of some use... Threshold may 
purchase these items at a cost of 1BP each (usable for this game only):

Candy Cane – Lure those kids with candy! Any Children within 10” test against Resolve, and 
immediately take one Move towards the proffered candy should they fail. The Candy Cane is 
destroyed if any Child reaches it.

Choir Book – Perhaps a bit of caroling will drive Krampus away! As an Action, the agent belts 
out a holiday tune. Krampus, if within 10”, must pass a Resolve test or be forced to move 4” 
away from the singer.

Cup of Cheer – Better take a swig of that punch… As an Action, the agent gains an automatic 
pass of one failed Resolve test this game.

Krampus wants to snatch those kids, but they’re pretty 
focused on getting at those presents. Children receive 
a +1 bonus to Resolve for each Unopened Gift within 
4”, but they won’t stay unopened long. As an Action, 
a Child may open an Unopened Gift in base-to-base 
and claim the contents. Roll on the Presents! Table to 
see what’s inside. Unwanted gifts may be dropped 
(place a marker on the table) or passed to a friendly 
model in base-to-base. Threshold can open gifts too, 
but require 2 Actions (adults always try not to rip the 
paper). Krampus can Charge a gift to destroy it – what 
a meanie! 

Rescued: Children moved off the Threshold table 
edge have been Rescued. The Threshold model may 
remove a Black Mark for each Child rescued. 

Captured: Children moved off the Lurker table edge with Krampus have been Captured. The 
Threshold model receives one Black Mark for each captured Child.

Starting the Game: Both players roll 1D6; highest scoring goes first.

Ending the Game: The game continues until all Children have been either Rescued or Captured. 
Additionally, if a Child is ever removed from play due to injury, the side that inflicted the injury 
instantly loses.

Presents! Table

D6 Present
1 Lump of Coal - Krampus must attempt 

to make this model his next victim
2 Fruitcake - throw as a Ranged Attack 

(Range 6”, Rate 1D, Dam. D+2, 1-shot) 
-OR- eat as an Action to regain a lost 
Wound (this destroys the Fruitcake)

3 Baseball Bat - treat as a Club
4-5 New Dolly - +1 Resolve when 

equipped to a Child
6 Pellet Gun - treat as a .22 Handgun


